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workshop: tyros o.s.

Do  you  everr  choosse  aann  aaccommpaannimmennt  sstyle  aannd  wissh  the  Onne  Touch  Settinngss  ((OTS)  werre
differrennt?    Todaay  ourr  worrksshop  sshowss  how  to  chaannge,  aannd  sstorre,  the  Onne  Touch  Settinngss.  

Changing the voices in the OTS

Whenever you choose an accompaniment Style the
instrument gives you four preset One Touch Settings
that are appropriate to the style you’ve selected.  They
aren’t always quite what you want though.  This is how
you can update the OTS with the voice(s) you prefer.

Start by choosing a style.  With summer in mind I’ve
gone for a lazy Latin American bossa-nova.   

The keyboard 
(a Tyros5) has
supplied the
‘Suitcase Ballad’
electric piano in
OTS 1.

I’d quite like to play this using an electronic organ
sound and, as I think I’ll use this style with the same
sound for quite a few pieces, I’m going to lock a jazz
organ voice into the style’s OTS 1 button.

It’s easy to do... I simply choose the organ sound I
want for the RIGHT1 voice part (fig.2).

Once I’ve called up the voice I try it out with the style to
make sure it’s the sound I want.

Then I lock it into the OTS1 button by pressing
[MEMORY] followed by [OTS1].  The button lamp
flashes to tell me this is done and a message appears
on the screen with some further instructions (fig.3). 
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Basically this message is telling me that the instrument
wants me to make a copy of the Style, together with its
new OTS.  To do this, press YES (fig.3).

Thankfully it isn’t possible to permanently overwrite or
erase the content of the preset voices, styles, multi
pads or OTS in a Yamaha keyboard.  This is good
news because if, at a later date, you decide that you
want the original One Touch Settings back, you’ll have
no difficulty.

A new page has now appeared on the screen.  This is
the STYLE USER page and this is the default
destination for any commercially available styles that
we import, or for any that have been changed.  

Selecting SAVE from the bottom of the page opens a
text box with the style’s original name.  You to change
this should you prefer to enter a different one (fig.4).

Because I hadn’t changed the actual style I didn’t really
want to change its name - but I decided to add a new
icon to remind me that this has an organ setting in the
OTS.  Selecting ICON from the screen opens the ICON
SELECT page where I chose an icon that represented
the drawbar organ sound I’d stored in the OTS (fig.5).

OK confirms my selection and the display reverts to the
previous text box - now decorated with the new icon
(fig.6).   

Pressing the top part of button 8 under the screen - OK
- completes the save process.  The STYLE USER page
closes and the Main page once again returns to the
screen (Fig.7).

At any time I can return to the original Lounge Bossa
style, and its associated OTS, by pressing the button
adjacent to the STYLE area of the Main page (circled
above) and selecting the PRESET tab in the STYLE
pages.

To call up the new Lounge Bossa style do exactly the
same but, once in the STYLE pages, choose the USER
tab instead.

Note:  If you intend to change the voicing in all four of
the OTS buttons you don’t need to save the style (fig.3)
until all the changes have been made.  If, however, you
call up a different style before saving, the OTS of the
style you are working on will revert to its original
setting.
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